
Large keys, high-contrast display and 

optional display light

RC4 to ease your client’s day

• User-friendly design 

• Clear display of the hearing aid settings 

• Large control keys 

• Lighted display

• Key guard to prevent accidental key-press

• Discreet operation from a pocket or handbag

• Simultaneous adjustment of all features with binaural 
fittings 

• Simple set-up of the RC4 via a guided procedure in Compass

• Simple user guide to RC4 operation and 
maintenance via Compass instruction tools 

• Complete user’s instructions that can be individualised and 
printed out through Compass fitting software 

• Intuitive remote control use means simplified hearing aid 
use 

• RC4-2: Simultaneous or separate volume and program 
adjustment with binaural fittings and Zen+ relaxation and 
tone program*
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RC4
Remote control 



Lets users take control 

of their hearing aid

Th e new RC4 remote control from Widex is the perfect option 
for users to make the most of their hearing aid. Th e RC4 lets 
users easily and conveniently access hearing aid features such 
as volume control and listening programs.

For added fl exibility, the RC4 remote control can be used with 
our entire hearing aid range, from CIC to BTE models.

Th e RC4 is fl exible, convenient and above all – discreet.

*In selected hearing aid models only

Two models: RC4-1 and RC4-2

To meet the needs of the widest range of users, the RC4 is 
available in two models. Each model has the unique user-
friendly design.

Feature RC4-1 RC4-2

Program selection Up to 3 
programs

Up to 5 
programs

Volume adjustment -12 to +6 dB -12 to +6 dB

Mute  

Adjustable time-out  

Simultaneous adjustment 
with binaural fi ttings

 

Simultaneous or separate adjustment 
with binaural fi ttings



Event-log function  

Alarm function  

Zen+ relaxation and tone program* 

Pearl white

Classic grey

Fashion grey

User satisfaction

Widex’ latest digital hearing aids respond automatically to the 
listening environment, and volume and signal processing are 
continually optimised without intervention from the user.

Th ey also off er virtually unlimited customisation oppor tun ities 
for users who are interested in personalised programs that 
they themselves control.

By allowing them to take control, the RC4 remote control 
solution off ers users complete satisfaction.

RC4-1

Th e RC4-1 model off ers program selection of up to three 
programs, a start function for the event log, an integrated 
alarm function, a mute function, and simultaneous adjustment 
of all features with binaural fi ttings. 

Discreet and intuitive user interface

User-friendly functionality is central to the development of all 
Widex products. 

With such a broad choice of options to tailor individual hearing 
aids to the needs and preferences of the user, it is essential 
that the remote control is simple to use. 

Th e high-contrast display and optional display light in the RC4 
make it easy to see which program or volume setting has been 
selected. Th e large keys of the remote control have an intuitive 
design and are easy to operate – also for those who have 
reduced fi nger dex terity.

Th e RC4 uses radio-frequency transmission so the hear ing aid 
may be operated discreetly from a pocket or a handbag. To 
ensure against interference from other remote controls, the 
RC4 is individually matched to the user’s Widex hearing aids.

RC4-2

Th e RC4-2 model allows more complex hearing aid operation. 
It off ers up to fi ve programs and simultaneous or separate 
volume and program adjustment with binaural fi ttings.  

Th e RC4-2 model can also be used to activate the Zen+ relaxa-
tion and tone program*.


